Abstract. We consider the problem of merging two sorted sequences on constant degree networks performing compare-exchange operations only. The classical solution to this problem is given by the networks based on Batcher's Odd-Even Merge and Bitonic Merge running in log (2n) time. Due to the obvious log n lower bound for the runtime, this is timeoptimal. We present a new family of merging networks working in a complete di erent way as the previously known algorithms. They have a novel property of being periodic: this means that for some (small) constant k, each processing unit of the network performs the same operations at steps t and t + k (as long as t + k does not exceed the runtime.) The only operations executed are compare-exchange operations, just like in the case of the Batcher's networks. The architecture of the networks is very simple, easy to be laid out. We show that even for period 3 there is a network in our family merging two n-element sorted sequences in time O(log n). Since each network of period 2 requires (n) steps to merge such sequences, 3 is the smallest period for which we may achieve a fast runtime.
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In order to improve constants standing in front of log n we increment the period and tune the construction using additional techniques. We achieve the runtime 9 log 3 n 5:7 log n for a network of period 4, and 2:25 (1 + k+3 k?1+log 3 ) log n 2:25 log n for a network of period k + 3, for k 1. Due to the periodic design, our networks have small area complexity.
For instance, if each processing unit requires O(1) area and a comparator uses a single wire of width O(1) connecting the processing elements, then 1 
Introduction
Merging is the following problem: given two sorted sequences A, B of n keys each, arrange all 2n elements of the sequences A and B in one sorted sequence. Merging is one of the most fundamental problems in computer science and has been intensively studied from theoretical and practical point of view. It is used, as a subprocedure, by a large number of computer algorithms.
Due to its importance, there have been a lot of e orts to construct optimal merging algorithms. For sequential programs one of the most important points for the theoretical analysis is to determine the number of comparisons necessary and su cient to merge two sorted sequences. A lot of deep results have been published on this problem (for some starting reference points see for instance 10]).
In the parallel setting at least two very di erent situations has to be considered. For one of them we have a parallel machine performing non-oblivious computations, for instance a shared memory machine (PRAM). In this case the crucial points might be a low runtime and small total work done by the processors (which should be close to the runtime of the best sequential merging algorithms). Fascinating sublogarithmic time algorithms have been developed for this model, see for instance 4].
The second parallel setting considered are xed interconnection networks performing oblivious computations. The algorithms developed in this setting might be better suited for practical computing as non-oblivious solutions. Moreover, if the primitives used by the algorithm are simple enough, the algorithm might be suitable for a VLSI implementation. The model that we consider in this paper contains several assumptions that make such an implementation relatively easy.
The model
In this paper we construct comparator network algorithms. A comparator network algorithm is one of the simplest models for sorting and merging problems. It has an underlying graph G = (V; E), where V is a set of processing units (serving as registers as well) and E is a set of the links connecting the processing units. We assume that G is a constant degree graph. The elements of E will be later called comparators due to the function they perform. During an execution of the algorithm every processing unit stores exactly one element at each moment. The set V is ordered and the goal of the merging algorithm is to relocate the input elements from two sorted sequences, so that they form a nondecreasing sequence according to the ordering of V . The convention for placing two sorted sequences of input elements might be arbitrary provided that it is simple and independent of the input sequences. The only basic operation that may be performed is a compare-exchange operation. It uses a comparator (P i ; P j ) 2 E, where P i < P j in the ordering of V , and is executed as follows: the elements held in P i and P j are compared, then the smaller element is placed in P i and the bigger one is placed in P j . Simply speaking, the elements stored in P i and P j are put in the right order. The processing unit P i (P j ) is said to be on the minimum side (on the maximum side) of the comparator (P i ; P j ).
Di erent compare-exchange operations may be executed in parallel as long as they do not involve common processing units. Hence we may de ne a parallel compare-exchange step as a collection of compare-exchange operations executed simultaneously, where the comparators used de ne a matching in G (not necessarily a perfect matching).
We say that a comparator network algorithm is periodic with period k if for every t, the parallel compare-exchange steps t and t + k consist of the same parallel compare-exchange operations. The steps (i ? 1) k + 1 through i k are called the ith round of the algorithm.
Quite often, comparator network algorithms are described in a slightly di erent way (see e.g. 7]). The processing units are replaced by input lines. Then step t of a compare-exchange algorithm corresponds to the level t of the comparators in the model with lines. If a compare-exchange algorithm is not periodic, such an interpretation is necessary for an implementation on a constant degree network.
Previous work
Merging by comparator networks algorithms has been studied for a long time. The most famous merging networks are the Odd-Even Merger and the Bitonic Merger of Batcher 1] and the Balanced Merger of Dowd et al. 5] . They run in time log(2n) and use n logn + O(n) comparators. There has been a lot of research on these networks and they have been modi ed in many ways (see 15] , 13], 3], 2], 12]). Miltersen et al . 11] prove that the minimal number of comparators needed for merging two n-element sequences is at least n log n ? O(n), improving the previous results (see Knuth 7] ). It follows that the minimal number of steps for merging two n-element sequences performed by a comparator network algorithm is at least logn ? O(1). Thus the networks of Batcher are asymptotically optimal.
Recently, periodic comparator network algorithms for sorting have been intensively studied. After a number of algorithms with a non-constant period ( . The main result of the last paper mentioned is so called \periodi cation scheme". It shows that any sorting comparator network algorithm may be rebuilt so that we get a periodic comparator network algorithm. This modi cation causes a slowdown of a factor logn in the case of fast algorithms.
For merging we use some ideas of 9]. However, the periodi cation scheme cannot yield a time-optimal merging algorithm due to the slowdown inherent in the periodi cation scheme. Therefore we develop a di erent direct solution.
The new results
Obviously a comparator network algorithm of period 2 merging two sorted sequences of length n cannot achieve runtime shorter than (n). Therefore the minimal period that we consider is 3.
One could believe that constant period merging cannot be done much faster than in O(n) parallel time. This intuition was proved to be wrong for sorting. A comparator network algorithm of period 3 and runtime O(log 2 n) has been developed (see 9] for a solution with period 5). We show that already with period 3 the optimal runtime O(logn) can be achieved for merging. Theorem 1. There is a periodic comparator network of period 3 that merges two sorted sequences of n numbers in time 12 logn.
In order to get more practical solutions we further develop the method used for proving Theorem 1. Our goal is to decrease the constant 12. By increasing the period to 4 and through additional ne tuning of the algorithm we get the following result: Theorem 2. There is a periodic comparator network algorithm of period 4 that merges two sorted sequences of n numbers in time 9 log 3 n 5:67 log n.
By increasing the period (but still keeping it constant) the running time can be further decreased as follows:
Theorem 3. For each k 1 there is a periodic comparator network algorithm of period k + 3 that merges two sorted sequences of n numbers in time 2:25 ( k+3 k?1+log 3 ) log n 2:25 logn.
Note that the results of Theorem 3 di er only by a small constant factor from the lower bound logn, although the restrictions imposed on our network are very strong.
All comparator network algorithms mentioned above have quite simple structure. However, the analysis of their performance is rather technical. For this reason we split our construction into Theorems 1, 2 and 3 and gradually develop techniques leading nally to the best runtime.
An easy inspection of our network shows that it yields the following VLSIcircuit: Corollary 4. Assume that each input number can be stored by a processing unit requiring area (1) and that such a number may be sent through a wire of width (1) in O(1) time. Then there is a VLSI merging circuit running in time (logn) and having area (n 2 = log 2 n).
It is easy to see that in this setting the circuits derived from Batcher's networks require area (n 2 ). The advantage of our solution is that we use the same wires over and over again. This is not the case for the previous solutions, where each step requires a speci c set of comparators, and therefore some extra space in the VLSI circuit, unless it can be hidden by pipelining techniques.
Basic construction methods
In this section we describe the techniques used by our merging algorithms. We describe the underlying ideas before we go into details of the particular networks.
The rst point is that we may con ne ourselves to inputs consisting of 0's and 1's. It is well known that comparator network algorithms that sort all inputs consisting of 0's and 1's sort correctly arbitrary input sequences (the so called 0-1-Principle 7]). In a similar way we may prove that this phenomenon holds for merging:
Proposition5. If a comparator network algorithm merges two sorted sequences consisting solely of 0's and 1's, then it correctly merges any two sorted input sequences.
Backed by Proposition 5, for the rest of the paper we consider only the input sequences consisting of 0's and 1's.
The network
Our merging algorithms use a network M the processing units of which are arranged in a p q-rectangle, where q is even. Let P i;j denote the processing unit of M in the row i and the column j, for i 2 f1; 2; : : :; pg and j 2 f1; 2; : : :; qg. Let C j = fP i;j j i pg denote the jth column of M. We order the nodes of M by the snake-like ordering (see Fig. 1 ): Each of the steps performed by our algorithms either acts separately within each column or a ects pairs of neighboring columns. One of the key features of our construction is that in the last case two neighboring columns either exchange or keep their contents (this holds under the assumption that the input sequences consist of 0's and 1's, and that the comparators may switch the equal elements.) So we may interpret exchanging the contents of columns as moving columns through the network. Therefore we may talk about moving columns that travel through M. The purpose of these movements is that at di erent positions different sets of comparators are applied within the column. In this way a moving column may get sorted fast on a periodic network.
The input allocation for this network has the property that the number of 1's at each column is initially the same up to one. Since the columns move separately, this property will be preserved all the time. So after sorting each column separately, the contents of the network is sorted except for at most one row. Some additional rounds su ce to sort this row. The above properties are ful lled for instance by the following line-by-line allocation scheme: The elements of A are loaded into the odd rows, and the elements of B into the even rows; elements of A (B) are placed according to the snake-like ordering. (This method seems to be practical, since we put blocks of input elements into contiguous areas of the network.) Only the two rows where the sorted sequences A and B change from 0 to 1 may contribute to a di erence between the number of 1's in two di erent columns. Since these rows are ordered into opposite directions, the number of 1's in the columns may di er by at most 1. It is obvious that each column is of the form 1 d (01) e 0 for some e and d. An alternative interleaved allocation scheme would be to put the elements of A into the odd positions and the elements of B into the even positions according to the snake-like ordering of M. Since q is even, in each column any pair of two consecutive elements consists of one item from A and one from B. It can easily be shown that if A and B are sorted, then Property 2.2 holds for this allocation scheme, too.
Our algorithms will be designed in such a way that Property 2.2 will hold during the whole computation.
The horizontal steps
The algorithms we consider in this paper use so called horizontal steps H 1 and H 2 . They correspond to the steps of Odd-Even-Transposition Sort. Each horizontal step consists of comparators connecting processing units in the same row lying in two neighboring columns (see Fig. 2 ). (An exception are the compara- (\S" stands for \sorted", \O" for \odd", and \E" for \even".) The lowest d positions in C form the foot of C, the next 2e positions form the 01-region of size 2e. We say that a column is an E/S-column if it is an E-or S-column, and we call it an O/S-column if it is an O-or S-column.
By the de nition, no column is simultaneously an S-column and an E-column or an O-column.
The following lemma shows that under certain conditions the columns merely exchange their contents during horizontal steps. Thus the comparators move these 0's and 1's to column C i+1 no matter what are the contents of C i+1 (equal items are supposed to be switched.) In that way the contents of C i+1 inside the considered region move to C i . Now let us consider the positions above the row d + 2e in both columns. C i contains only 0's there, so we have to show that all 1's from C i+1 in this part are moved to C i . Column C i contains d + e ones, hence C i+1 contains at most d + e + 1 ones. Assume that C i+1 contains at least one 1 above the row d + 2e. Since d ones are contained in the rst d rows, the next 2e rows contain at least e ones, there is exactly one 1 above the row d + 2e in C i+1 . Since C i+1 is an E-column, its last one is at an even row and therefore must be moved into C i during this step. So we see that also above the row d + 2e the columns C i and C i+1 exchange their 1's.
The case d 0 < d and the cases, when one of the columns is an S-column can be checked in a similar way. Now we prove (b). We consider the case when both columns considered are Ocolumns. The other cases can be checked in a similar way. Assume that the moving columns that are at C i and C i+1 , say 
The vertical steps
Beside the horizontal steps our algorithms use vertical steps. The vertical steps steps a ect each column separately: they use only comparators connecting two processing units from the same column. The compare-exchange operations executed within one column will be called a column step. So a vertical step consists of many column steps executed simultaneously in di erent columns. We use two di erent types of column steps called the ordering steps and the jump steps. At certain moments of the computation we have to guarantee that some columns are O/S-columns and some are E/S-columns. For this purpose we execute ordering steps Ord O (for making an O/S-column) and Ord E (for making an E/S-column) on E-, O-, and S-columns.
De nition11. We de ne the comparators of Ord O in column C j as (P i;j ; P i?1;j ) for all even i p (see Fig. 3 ); the comparators of Ord E are (P i;j ; P i?1;j ) over all odd i p, i 6 = 1.
By the de nition we get immediately:
Property 12 Suppose C i is an E-, O-, or S-column. By performing Ord O on C i , column C i becomes an O/S-column; by performing Ord E , C i becomes an E/S-column. Now we explain the purpose of the jump steps, the second kind of the column steps we use. Our algorithms relocate the moving columns by performing horizontal steps. During these steps each moving column preserves not only the number of 1's but also their allocation within the column (the only exception are C 1 and C q where step H 2 makes slight changes). Therefore the moving columns have to become sorted by operations performed by some specially designed steps, namely the jump steps.
De nition13. Let`< p be odd. Then an E-jump step of size`at column C i uses all comparators (P j;i ; P j?`;i ) where j ?`> 0 and j is even (see Fig. 4 .) An O-jump step is de ned in the same way except the comparators originate in the processing units P j;i , where j is odd. We denote an O-jump step (E-jump step) of size`by J Ò (J È ). The comparators used by a jump step are called jump comparators.
Note that the size of a jump step is always odd, so for the case of an O-jump step the comparators originating in odd rows point to processing units in even rows. Therefore no processing unit is used twice and the de nition is sound. The situation for E-jump steps is similar. If an O-jump step is applied to an O-column, then the comparators originate at the odd rows. This are the places, where the 1's of the 01-region in this column are standing. The idea is that with some luck some of these 1's jump into the places previously occupied by 0's of the 01-region and thereby reduce the size of the 01-region. This phenomenon is discussed in detail by the next lemma (some examples are given by Fig. 5 and 6 ). Proof. Of course, performing the jump step leaves the old foot intact, also a 1 cannot be moved upwards above the 01-region. So the only part that may change is the 01-region.
(a) If`> 2e, then each jump comparator has either the maximum side in the foot, or the minimum side above the 01-region. Such a comparator does not change the contents of its endpoints, hence performing the jump step has no a ect in this case. Property 2.4 follows from the fact that in the situation described the jump comparators either originate in the foot (and thereby cannot change anything) or contain a zero on its minimum side.
Property 2.4 shows that before performing jump steps the columns must have a right status in order to achieve any progress. The trouble may be caused by the jump steps themselves. According to Lemma 12, the status of a column may change during a jump step depending on the size of the 01-region. Thereby, if the right status is not reestablished between the consecutive jump steps, the next jump steps might have no a ect. 
General outline of the algorithms
Each of the algorithms presented in this paper follows a simple strategy: Conceptually the computation consists of two phases: during the rst phase all columns become sorted, but may be they are still in a wrong order causing one row to be unsorted. During the second phase the order of the columns is corrected.
The second phase is simple. Since column steps do not change the contents of the sorted columns, only the horizontal steps make any progress. Except the only unsorted row the horizontal steps make no change, either. What the horizontal steps do is performing Odd-Even Transposition Sort of the unsorted row. It is known that q steps of Odd-Even Transposition Sort su ce to sort q items 7]. Therefore for relocating the sorted columns we require at most q horizontal steps.
The rst phase is more complicated. It is a crucial problem how to arrange the column steps in order to guarantee fast sorting of every column. This problem will be discussed in detail for each of the algorithms presented separately.
Merging with the minimal period
In this section we prove Theorem 1 by describing a comparator network algorithm MERGE3 of period 3 that merges two input sequences of length n in 12 logn steps.
MERGE3 uses processing units organized in a p q-rectangle, where p is a power of 2 and q = 2 logp. It executes periodically 3 di erent steps H 1 , H 2 and V . The horizontal steps H 1 and H 2 have already been described in Subsection 2.3. The vertical step V has to sort each moving column by using jump steps and simultaneously to guarantee the proper type of the columns by executing ordering steps.
Design of vertical step V
Step V uses only ordering and jump steps described in Subsection 2.4: { in the even columns V applies the ordering step Ord E , { inside C 1 , step V applies the ordering step Ord O , { in all odd columns except C 1 , step V applies di erent O-jump steps described below.
In order to sort a moving column it su ces to reduce the size of the 01-region to zero. This can be reached by applying jump steps repeatedly. The size of the jumps is essential: if they are too long, then the size of the 01-region is unchanged (see Lemma 12(a)); if they are too short, then the decrease of the size is not substantial (see Lemma 12(c)). By Lemma 12 we get immediately the following corollary:
Corollary16. If In order to sort an O-column with a 01-region of size 2e p ? 2 
Runtime analysis
The crucial point for the runtime analysis of MERGE3 is to check how many steps are required for sorting the columns. For this purpose we have to analyze in more detail the behavior of the algorithm.
The use of the steps Ord O and Ord E at step V guarantees the following properties:
Property 17 Consider the situation when each column is an E-,O-or S-column immediately before step V . Consider the next round of the algorithm. Then: (i) after performing step V the even columns become E/S-columns and C 1 becomes an O/S-column, (ii) after performing step H 1 the odd columns become E/S-columns, (iii) after performing step H 2 the even columns become E/S-columns.
Proof. Part (i) follows immediately by the construction of step V . Additionally, it follows from Lemma 12 that after performing step V the odd columns can still be classi ed as O-, E-or S-columns. Then (ii) follows from Corollary 9(a). Additionally, we know by Lemma 8 that the other columns remain O-, E-or S-columns. Similarly, after step H 2 every even column except for C q is an E/Scolumn by Corollary 9(a). By Corollary 9(c) it follows that C q becomes an E/Scolumn after the step H 2 . u t Property 3.2 has manifold consequences. One of them is the following:
Property 18 If at some moment some odd column C i is an O-column, then performing the steps H 1 and H 2 moves the moving column allocated at C i into C i+2 while preserving its contents.
Property 3.2 follows immediately from Property 3.2 and Lemma 8(a).
In the next lemma we will examine what happens to the moving column originally located at C 1 during execution of MERGE3. First it becomes an O/Scolumn (by performing V ). Then it moves through the network from the left to the right. While this moving column reaches C 3 , C 5 , .. ., then step V is performed. Each application of step V means for this moving column execution of a jump step. These jump steps are, by the construction, J Proof. The lemma can be easily proved by induction on i. For i = 1 it follows from the construction of V that C 1 is an O/S-column. Note also that either this column contains no 1's, or after performing Ord O there is a one in the lowest position of the column. It means that the foot has hight at least 1. Analogously, there is a zero in the top position of C 1 . It follows that the size of the 01-region in this column is at most p ? 2. This is what Lemma 14 claims for i = 1. Now assume that the lemma holds for i. At round i + 1, for each odd j < minf2i; q?1g a moving column staying in C j (which is an O/S-column) is moved to C j+2 without changing its contents. Indeed, it follows from Property 3.2. Then this column is a ected by the jump step in C j+2 . By the induction hypothesis and Corollary 13, the size of the 01-region in C j+2 is now bounded by p=2 (j+1)=2 ? 2 and preserves its status of an O/S-column. Thereby we have proved the claim of the lemma for the odd columns C 3 ; : : :; C minf2i+1;q?1g . The claim for the column C 1 after step i + 1 can be derived as for i = 1. u t Lemma 14 says also that once a moving column arrives at C 1 it takes not much time to sort this moving column. Now we check how much time has to elapse until the last moving column starts the process of sorting at C 1 . By Lemma 14, after q=2 rounds of MERGE3 the status of each column is xed. Moreover, all odd columns (at the beginning of a round) are on the way of sorting. Once a column reaches C q?1 it becomes sorted. Let us consider the columns that are still not sorted. We do not have to worry about the moving columns being at the odd columns since each of them arrives at C q?1 in at most q=2 rounds. More time is required for the moving columns staying at even columns immediately after round q=2. By Lemma 8 and Lemma 14 each of these columns goes to the left until it reaches C 1 . At most q=2 rounds are necessary for this purpose. After this column arrived in C 1 , the next q=2 rounds are necessary to sort it on the way to the leftmost column. We see that in at most q additional rounds of MERGE3 every such column becomes sorted. Together we need 1:5q rounds to sort all columns, that is 4:5q steps.
For the second phase of the algorithm (relocating the sorted columns) q horizontal steps are su cient. It makes 1:5q steps of MERGE3. Concluding, the algorithm needs together at most 6q steps. Since the sequences that we merge have size n = p q=2 = 2 q=2 q=2, we have q 2 logn and therefore the runtime of MERGE3 is bounded by 12 logn completing the proof of Theorem 1.
Bad Inputs
The following example shows that the upper bound for the runtime of MERGE3 is exact: Example 1. We consider an input consisting of two sorted sequences such that the rst sequence has 3q ones and the second sequence of one 1. Then after loading these sequences to M the column C q has the form 11(01) 2 0 and the remaining columns have the form (01) 3 0 . Note that C q has an additional 1. Then MERGE3 requires 6q ? (1) steps.
Indeed, it is easy to see that at the beginning each column is an E-column. By performing MERGE3 O-columns will be generated in C 1 . These O-columns move to the right until they reach C q?1 . Once the rst O-column reaches C q?1 , i.e. after q horizontal steps, the column originating in C q starts to move to the left border. While moving to the left, the 01-region of the moving column does not decrease. In C 1 this column will become an O-column and its 01-region decreases to the size of 2. Now, this column moves again through the network to the right border. The jump comparators it meets do not decrease the size of the 01-region till the moving column reaches C q?1 (see Lemma 12) . In C q?1 the column becomes sorted. Till this moment totally 3q ? (1) horizontal steps are performed. Now the additional 1 in C q?1 must go to the left border, because this is in an even row. It takes the next q ? (1) horizontal steps. Together 4q ? (1) horizontal steps, i.e. 6q ? (1) In this section we present an algorithm MERGE4 establishing Theorem 2.
Basic ideas
In order to construct an algorithm faster than MERGE3 we make three signicant modi cations. First we sketch these changes. Proof. If already 2e <`, then there is nothing to prove, since a 01-region cannot get bigger. If` 2e < 2`, then by Lemma 12(b) the new 01-region has size 2 (`? 1 ? e) <`. For 2e 2`we use Lemma 12(c): the size of the 01-region becomes 2e ? 2`< 3`? 2`=`. u t Lemma 15 shows that the bound on the size of the 01-region may be reduced through one jump step to one-third of the original value. The reader might wonder why we have not used such jumps for MERGE3. The point is that the jump steps of Lemma 15 do not guarantee that the columns preserve their type as O-or E-columns. Preserving the type of columns was crucial for correctness of MERGE3. Of course, the type of the columns might be adjusted by ordering steps, but it requires an extra step at each round. Wrapping around. During execution of MERGE3 the moving columns are sorted while moving from C 1 to C q . Since logp?1 jump steps are to be executed and for one vertical step we make 2 horizontal steps, we require 2 logp columns. This gives a lower bound on q. On the other hand, q occurs at many places in the estimation of the runtime (for instance, how many horizontal steps we need to relocate the sorted columns). So it would be desirable to reduce q as much as possible.
The idea for reducing q is that we perform jump steps in all columns. We shall arrange a round so that it contains: (1) one vertical step performing jumps, (2) one vertical step xing the types of the columns, (3) two horizontal steps for moving the columns. Therefore, a moving column that goes to the right is a ected by jump steps at every second column C i . Say, these are odd columns. After reaching C q the moving column starts going to the left. From now on, the jump steps will be applied to this moving column at the even columns, until the moving column reaches the left border.
With the above scheme, we can distribute all k jump steps that are to be executed among k columns (and not 2k columns, as before.) This reduces q by half. Starting position. After the columns are sorted we have to relocate the columns. This phase mimics Odd-Even Transposition Sort. Assume that the last moving column that becomes sorted contains one more 1 than the other columns. If this moving column gets sorted, say, at column C 1 and the nal destination of the extra one is in C q , then at least q ? 1 horizontal steps are necessary to move this one to the nal position.
In order to speed up relocating the columns we arrange the jump steps so that the sorted columns are produced at the middle column and not at C 1 or C q . The example considered above shows that this makes a di erence: at most q=2 horizontal steps are needed to move the column with the extra one into C 1 or C q . In general the argumentation is more complicated. We shall show that while the last moving columns are on their way to get sorted, the moving columns that are already sorted get ordered in some sense. Thereby, when relocating of the columns begins, we do not start Odd-Even Transposition Sort from the very beginning.
De nition of MERGE4
MERGE4 uses processing units arranged in a p q-rectangle, where p = 3 q , q is even. Note that p is odd. A round of MERGE4 consists of the steps A; H 1 ; H 2 ; J, where H 1 and H 2 are the horizontal steps previously de ned, and A and J are vertical steps.
Step A performs Ord O in the odd columns and Ord E in the even columns (see Fig. 7 ). By the de nition we get immediately the following property: By Property 4.2, immediately before step H 1 the unsorted columns have the right status in order to be moved (see Corollary 9) . By applying Corollary 9 once again for the situation after step H 1 we see that after step H 2 again each odd column is an O/S-column and each even column is an E/S-column.
Step J performs jump steps in all columns and is responsible for sorting the moving columns. Before we discuss how to choose the sizes of the jumps let us summarize our observations: Property 22 { During steps H 1 and H 2 the moving E-columns are moved to the left, the moving O-columns are moved to the right. The only exception are the moving columns at C 1 and C q during step H 2 { they cannot move any further. Instead they change their status: the leftmost column becomes an O/S-column (previously being an E/S-column) and the rightmost column becomes an E/S-column (previously an O/S-column). Table 2 ).
Runtime analysis of MERGE4
Getting sorted columns in the middle of M Property 23 Assume that a moving column X is at C r+3 = C mid(1) immediately before step J. Then for i q after the consecutive i steps J column X resides in C mid(i) and the 01-region of X has size less than p=3 i .
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. Immediately before step J performed at C mid(1) the moving column X has a 01-region smaller than p. Indeed, the size of the 01-region is even and the height of the columns is odd, hence the size of the 01-region is at most p ? 1. Since the jump step J O p=3
is performed in C mid (1) , the size of the 01-region of X becomes less than p=3 (see Lemma 15) . Hence the lemma holds for i = 1. Now assume that the lemma holds for i. Let us consider the next round. At step A column X gets the proper status as an E/S-or O/S-column. The size of the 01-region may only be reduced at this moment. By Property 4.2, at steps H 1 and H 2 column X moves to C mid(i+1) . By induction hypothesis, the 01-region in C mid(i+1) immediately before step J has size less than p=3 i . In C mid(i+1) the jump step of size p=3 i+1 is performed and by Lemma 15 the size of the 01-region of X becomes less than p=3 i+1 . u t If we apply Property 4.3 to i = q, then we get that immediately after q steps J moving column X becomes sorted and resides in C mid(q) = C r+1 .
From now on it will be convenient to count the horizontal steps instead of all steps. Let h t denote the tth horizontal step. Due to its special importance, let C r+1 be called midcolumn. Now our last observation may be formulated as follows:
Corollary24. Let t 2q, t even. Then immediately before step h t+1 , the moving column stored in the midcolumn is sorted. Proof. The proof is by induction on t (see Table 3 ). The case t = 1 holds by Corollary 16. Now we prove our claim for t > 1. Let t be odd. We show that for each odd j, r + 1 j minfr + t; q ? 1g, column C j+1 becomes sorted during step h 2q+t . Note that C j has been a sorted column. At step h 2q+t column C j is compared with C j+1 which is an E/S-column. By Lemma 8, if C j+1 is an E-column, then the columns C j and C j+1 exchange their places. Thereby C j+1 becomes sorted. If C j+1 is already sorted, then both C j and C j+1 remain sorted (maybe they exchange their places). This proves the lemma for t + 1, if t is odd. For an even t, it can be shown in the same way that the columns C j become sorted for each odd j, r + 3 < j minfr + t + Now let us consider the situation at step h 2q+r . At this moment the moving column X that became sorted at the midcolumn immediately after step h 2q reaches C q . Later, the moving columns that come from the left to the right border of M are sorted, too. We show that they start to build a region of sorted columns at the right side of the network. This region, called the sorted sector, contains initially only the moving column X, but grows by one column at each horizontal step until the sorted sector reaches the midcolumn. More formally, we may formulate the following property:
Property 27 For t 0, immediately before step h 2q+r+t the columns C q , C q?1 ; : : :; C maxfr+2;q?tg are sorted. Proof. The proof is by induction on t (see Table 4 ). For t = 0 it follows immediately from Corollary 17. Now let us assume that the property holds for t and consider the next horizontal step. First we consider the case when q ? t > r + 2. At step h 2q+r+t the following columns are compared: C q?t with C q?t+1 and C q?t+2 with C q?t+3 ; : : : . Thereby the columns C q?t ; : : :; C q remain sorted. Additionally, by Corollary 17 column C q?t?1 is sorted after step h 2q+r+t . Note that the vertical steps (if any) executed between steps h 2q+r+t and h 2q+r+t+1 do not change the sorted columns. So before step h 2q+r+t+1 the columns C q , C q?1 ; : : :; C q?t?1 are sorted. Now assume that maxfr + 2; q ? tg = r + 2. If h 2q+r+t is a step H 1 , then C r+2 is compared with C r+1 . But by Property 16 column C r+1 is sorted at this moment. Hence C r+2 remains sorted. During this step the columns C r+3 ; : : :; C q are compared between themselves, so they remain sorted. If h 2q+r+t is a step H 2 , then C r+2 ; : : :; C q are compared between themselves and therefore remain sorted, too. u t By Property 4.3, before the step h 3q?2 the sorted sector reaches C r+2 , and afterwards the columns C r+2 , C r+3 ; : : :; C q remain sorted. No further growth of the sorted region can be guaranteed using the same method, since some moving columns may be unsorted till they reach the midcolumn.
Positions of high and low sorted columns The sorted columns may di er in the number of ones by at most 1. Let the sorted columns containing more ones be called H-columns and the sorted columns containing less ones be called L-columns. (\H" stands for high and \L" for low.)
For the rest of this section we assume that the number of 1's in the H-columns is even. (The other case is analogous and we skip it.) By the assumption, the nal destination of the H-columns is on the left part of M. Table 4 . Forming the sorted sector for q = log 3 p = 12.
Property 28 If there are two adjacent L-columns in the sorted sector, then no column on the right side of them is an H-column.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the size of the sorted sector. The property obviously holds, if the sorted sector consists of only one column. Let the property hold for the sorted sector consisting of k columns C q?k+1 ; : : :; C q . Consider a horizontal step h t during which a new moving column Y joins the sorted sector enlarging it to k+1 columns. Consider two columns C g and C g+1 (g q?k) that are L-columns inside the sorted sector immediately after step h t . If C g and C g+1
have been compared at step h t , then they have been L-columns already before step h t . Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, all columns C j for j > g + 1 have been L-columns. Of course, this remains true after step h t . The second case is that C g and C g+1 have not been compared at step h t . Then either g + 1 = q (and in this case the claimed property obviously holds), or C g+1 and C g+2 have been compared at step h t . Because after this comparison C g+1 is an L-column, C g+2 must be an L-column, too. Using induction hypothesis for C g+1 and C g+2 we conclude that no column on the right side of C g+2 is an H-column. Property 30 For t 1 immediately before step h 3q?2+r+t , the columns C 1 , C 2 . . . , C t are sorted. In particular, after step h 4q all columns are sorted.
Relocating the sorted columns Our aim in this subsection is to show that after step h 4q either the left half of M contains only L-columns or the right half of M contains only H-columns. Thereby, relocating the columns can be restricted to the region of q=2 columns. Therefore we need the following observation:
Property 31 Suppose that column C r+2 is an H-column before step h 3q?1+2t for each 0 t r. Then for each t, 0 t r=2, the following columns are H-columns: C r+2?2t ; : : :; C r ; C r+2 ; immediately before h 3q?1+2t ; C r+1?2t ; : : :; C r?1 ; C r+1 ; immediately before h 3q+2t : For each t, r=2 t r the following columns are H-columns: C 2 ; : : :; C r ; C r+2 ; immediately before h 3q?1+2t ; C 1 ; : : :; C r?1 ; C r+1 ; immediately before h 3q+2t :
Proof. The proof is by induction on t. For t = 0 the rst claim holds by the assumption on C r+2 . For the second part recall that by Corollary 16 column C r+1 is sorted before step h 3q?1 . During step h 3q?1 column C r+1 is compared with the H-column stored in C r+2 and by Lemma 8(c) the H-column moves to C r+1 . So the second claim holds for t = 0. Now let 0 < t r=2 and the property hold for t. So the columns C r+1?2t , .. ., C r?1 , C r+1 , are all H-columns before step h 3q+2t . At step h 3q+2t , which is a step H 2 , these H-columns are compared with the columns preceding them. Each such H-column is compared with a O/S-column. If this is an O-column, then the H-column moves to the left, by Lemma 8(a). If in front of the H-column there is a sorted column, then either both columns are H-columns (and it remains so), or the H-column moves to the left (cf. Lemma 8(c).) Additionally, by our assumption, C r+2 is an H-column. Thus the rst claim holds for t+1. The second claim can be checked in a similar way.
The above proof works for r=2 t r after slight changes. u t
Now we consider the situation after the step h 3q+r . Because the H-columns have the tendency to go to the left, they build a region of H-columns on the left side. More formally, we get:
Property 32 Suppose that column C r+2 is an H-column before step h 3q?1+2t for each 0 t r. Then for each 1 s r + 1 the columns C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C s are H-columns immediately before step h 3q+r?1+s . In particular, all the columns C 1 , . . . , C r+1 are H-columns after step h 4q . Proof. The proof is by induction on s. For s = 1 this follows from Property 4.3. Now let us assume that the induction hypothesis holds for s. At step h 3q+r?1+s the H-columns C 1 , C 2 , .. ., C s are compared between themselves, so they remain on their places. C s+1 is compared with C s+2 , which is an H-column by Property 4.3. By Property 4.3, C s+1 is sorted. Thus, after comparing C s+1 with C s+2 , column C s+1 is an H-column. The vertical steps (if any) executed between steps h 3q+r?1+s and h 3q+r+s do not change anything in the sorted columns. u t Now we are ready to prove our key lemma:
Lemma 33. After step h 4q either the columns C r+2 ; : : :; C q are all L-columns, or the columns C 1 ; : : :; C r+1 are all H-columns. Proof. We consider two cases: The rst case is when for each 0 t r immediately before step h 3q?1+2t the column C r+2 is an H-column. Then Property 4.3 says that the columns C 1 ; : : :; C r+1 are H-columns in this case.
The other case is that for some t, 0 t r, immediately before step h 3q?1+2t the column C r+2 is an L-column. In this case C r+3 is also an L-column, since it has been compared with C r+2 at step h 3q?2+2t . The columns C r+2 ; C r+3 belong at this moment to the sorted sector, so by Property 4.3 all columns on the right side of C r+2 are L-columns. This property is preserved until the end of the computation. Indeed, these columns are compared with the rest of M only by comparing C r+2 and C r+1 . Since C r+1 contains a sorted column when compared with C r+2 , an L-column must be left in C r+2 . Hence the L-columns remain in the right half of M. u t Since in each case either the left half of M contains only H-columns, or the right half of M contains only L-columns, after step h 4q the columns have to be relocated only in one half of M and r horizontal steps su ce for this purpose.
We conclude that MERGE4 requires 4:5q horizontal steps, that is 9q steps. Since 2n = p q and q = log 3 p, it follows that q log 3 n. Therefore MERGE4 requires at most 9 log 3 n 5:67 logn steps. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
Bad Inputs
The following example shows that the upper bound for the runtime of MERGE4 is exact: . We consider an input consisting of two sorted sequences such that the rst sequence has (y ? 2)q + r + 5 ones and the second sequence has q ? (r + 4) ones. Then after loading this input to M the column C r+5 has the form 11(01) y?2 0 and each of the remaining columns contains y ? 1 ones. Then MERGE4 requires 9q ? (1) steps.
In order to determine the runtime we follow the moving column that starts at C r+5 . Let x denote the size of the 01-region of this column. So initially x = 2(y ? 2). First the moving column goes to the right border, then back to the left border and then again to the right till it reaches column C r+3 . Each step A reduces x by 2. Each step J decreases x so that one term of the sum P q?3 i=0 3 i 2 disappears. Additionally x is reduced by 2 at the borders, so nally the moving column arrives at C r+3 with x = 2 (3 q?2 ?4) immediately before step J. At this moment the \main sorting phase" begins. In C r+5 the size of the 01-region is reduced to 6. Afterwards, while moving to the right no improvement is achieved inside this column. Indeed, all jumps have too large size and the moving column has always the proper status, so steps A have no e ect as well. At the right border, due to the change of the status at step H 2 , x is reduced by 2. On the way to the left border x remain unchanged for the same reason. At the left border, x is reduced by 2. While going to the right again nothing happens till nally in C r+1 the 01-region disappears and the column becomes sorted. Before the correct output is nally generated, the excessive 1 in C r+1 must go to a border position. Together 9q ? (1) , and 2n = p q nodes. The idea to speed up the algorithm of Theorem 2 is to modify MERGE4 by performing more than one jump step at one location, i.e. before applying the next horizontal step. Now a round consists of the steps A; H 1 ; H 2 ; J 1 ; J 2 ; : : :; J k . Hence at one position a moving column is subject to k jump steps. As already seen, sometimes a jump may change the status of a column. Therefore we perform step A and thereby recover the proper status of each column immediately before executing horizontal steps. So the moving columns travel through the network as in the case of MERGE4.
Together we have to perform jumps that reduce the size of the 01-region to 0. For determining the sizes of the jumps we combine the ideas of algorithms MERGE3 and MERGE4. As for MERGE4, the crucial part of the computation for sorting a moving column, let call it K, starts when it reaches the midcolumn. 
